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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

CHAIR'S INTRODUCTION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019

This report and accompanying financial statements cover financial year 1st September 2018 to 31 August 2019.  
During our fourteenth year of operation we have continued to maintain our scholarship programmes with Dar  Al-Tifl
Al-Arabi School in East Jerusalem, thus supporting the education of disadvantaged girls and young women,  and
helping their families and communities in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPTs). We are very grateful to all  our
donors for making this possible.

Once again Kroll has continued to be our generous corporate sponsor, even though the company is now a division  of
US consultancy firm, Duff and Phelps. Kroll's annual contribution has once more enabled us to contract a  small
amount of administrative help and to cover our modest running costs without having to draw on other  donations.
Careful management of other funds raised by our 10th anniversary event and by Francesca Simpson's  London
Marathon run in April 2017, along with further donations have allowed us to continue our school  scholarship
programme on its usual scale. We were able to give grants to Dar Al-Tifl School of the usual amount of $30,000  in
both September 2018 and 2019, and the school made use of the facility in our Memorandum of Understanding  with
them to fund scholarships for up to five girls each year to complete their last two years of schooling at no cost to  their
families. In September 2018 we funded two full HE scholarships. However this year, we took the decision not  to
award further HE scholarships, not because we question their value but because during 2018 -19 we decided to  wind
down the DSMT, and HE scholarships run for four or sometimes five years.

When DSMT was set up by volunteers in 2005 we had no expectation that we would be so successful or that we  would
still be operating almost fifteen years later. In that time we have raised over $1m and helped many hundreds  of
disadvantaged children and young women in the OPTs to access high quality educational experiences. At our  board
meeting in February 2019 we decided to hold a final fund-raising event which would also be the opportunity for  our
very loyal supporters to celebrate all that has been accomplished in memory of Dominic. This took place in  October
2019 at the Reform Club, where we first launched the Trust in 2005 and was a memorable event for all who  were
there.   During 2019-20 we will be planning how best to allocate the funds at our disposal.

It is always difficult to consider bringing something successful to a close, especially when the need is as great if  not
greater than ever but as a small largely volunteer organisation there are limits to the amount of time we can  all
devote to the increasingly difficult task of raising money. We agreed in 2018-19 that going out on a high over the  next
year or so would be better than running out of steam. Our supporters have risen to the call for final donations  with
great generosity and our resources should be able to continue to support girls' education in the OPTs for some time  to
come. 
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

The trustees who are also directors of the charity for the purposes of the Companies Act 2006, present their  report
with the financial statements of the charity for the year ended 31 August 2019. The trustees have adopted  the
provisions of Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to  charities
preparing their accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic  of
Ireland (FRS 102) (effective 1 January 2015). 

OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Objectives and aims
Established in memory of Dominic Simpson, Arabist and expert in the Middle East, the DSMT's object is to  advance
education and facilitate educational opportunity for individuals and communities in the Middle East. The Trust  has
focused to date on the Occupied Palestinian Territories because of the particular needs of that area, and  Palestinians'
strong commitment to the value of education. 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance
The Dominic Simpson Memorial Scholarships Programmes with the Dar AL-Tifl Al-Arabi Organisation (DRA),  East
Jerusalem

School Scholarships programme in 2018-19 (£27,841.34)

Context
The public education provided for Palestinians by the Israeli Municipality in East Jerusalem continues to be  severely
under-funded and patchy and the curriculum prohibits coverage of Palestinian history and culture. Despite the  efforts
of some gifted teachers provision remains under severe constraints.

Access to stimulating, high quality education is arguably a young Palestinian's best hope of a positive future with  some
measure of self-determination. Understandably many families seek to obtain this for their children even though  they
do not have the means to provide it. Extended families are called upon for support and debt is rife, thus many  young
people leave school at an early age often to lessen the burden on family finances or to help at home. For girls there  is
the additional risk of early marriage when families are struggling to cope.

What the money provides
Since 2007 DSMT has been working with the excellent Dar Al-Tifl Girls School (DTA) in East Jerusalem. The school is  a
charitable foundation, well known in the region and takes in many girls whose families struggle to keep them in  full
time education.

DSMT's school scholarship programme was established to address needs identified by the school. It aims to  provide
access to high quality education for girls between the ages of 16 - 18 years who might otherwise have to leave  school.
DSMT normally awards three full-cost scholarships (originally $6,000 per girl, now $10,000) to able but needy girls  to
complete their last two years of schooling, take the tawjihi examinations and gain a prestigious national  qualification,
the stepping-stone to higher education and vocational training. In 2017 we agreed a new Memorandum  of
Understanding, giving the school the choice of sharing the $30,000 (3 x $10,000) between three, four or five  DSMT
scholarship girls and they have made use of this flexibility to ease the pressure on more girls and their families.

The school recommends suitable recipients in line with criteria drawn up by DSMT. [Scholarships are not open  to
children of school staff.] The DSMT Chair and Hon Secretary consider the students' academic and social profiles and  if
necessary seek additional information.  Awards are formally confirmed by the DSMT board.

All funds are paid by DSMT on an annual basis to the school, not to individuals. Scholarships cover the modest  school
fees but also all additional costs to keep a girl at the school through 11th and 12th grade (the equivalent of our  sixth
form) e.g. books, equipment, school uniform, extra-curricular activities etc and a 10% contribution to the  school's
overheads (always running in arrears).
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance
In September 2018, £27,841.34 was transferred to the school. This was allocated to cover the costs of five  new
scholarships for girls starting the 11th grade, and for the second year of four scholarships for girls entering their  12th
and final school year.

As well as formal letters of agreement with the school, DSMT writes to each selected girl, and they write back.  This
process is repeated at the end of each year of the scholarship. The school sends the girls' internal school grades  each
year, and at the end of 12th grade the final tawjihi marks and exit routes. This way we are able to follow the  girls'
progress and they build up some sense of personal contact with DSMT, which we have learned over the years is  a
strong motivational factor. There is also informal contact via the DSMT Facebook page, and most girls will meet  a
DSMT representative at some point. With their families relieved of the financial anxiety of their education for  these
two years, the girls are able to give their full attention to their school lives and take advantage of all the  opportunities
offered.

Over recent years, social media has made it easier to stay in touch. Some past school scholarship girls keep us  updated
on their progress post-school and we share this with supporters via our website, Facebook page and newsletters.  The
great majority have gone on to higher education, often supported by other charitable foundations, individual  donors,
DSMT HE scholarships, or the collective efforts of their extended families.

Achievements in 2018-19
In the course of financial year 2018-19 two cohorts of DSMT girls were at different points in their school lives, and  in
spring 2019 further scholarships were awarded to five more girls to run from 1st September 2019 to summer 2021.

 Achievement and performance

School Scholarship girls 2017-19

Aya, Baraa, Muna and Layan graduated from the school in summer 2019. All have faced challenging  circumstances
over the last two years, especially Baraa who was diagnosed with Lymphoma in 2017. Muna achieved an  impressive
95.7 in the Humanities tawjihi exams and is now taking a preparatory year at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem on  a
scholarship. From there she hopes to progress to a full undergraduate programme in languages at the university.  Aya
and Layan completed the Science tawjihi with 97.4 and 90.1 respectively. Aya is studying medicine at Al  Quds
University. Layan, Muna and Baraa are studying preparatory courses, on scholarships, at the Hebrew University  and
hope to progress to degree courses next year.
"I have just finished school and I think I did pretty well in my exams…..I am writing to thank you for the  scholarship.
You gave me such a great opportunity to study in an excellent school and I really appreciate it a lot. Awarding me  this
scholarship was so helpful to me and one day I hope to be able to help students just as you have helped me…"  Layan,
Summer 2019

School Scholarship girls 2018-20

In summer 2019, five needy girls successfully completed their 11th grade of schooling and qualified to progress  to
12th grade in September 2019. Razan and Nadeen are studying in the Humanities Stream, and Rahaf, Natal  and
Nourina in the Science Stream.

"First I would like to inform you gladly that I ended my 11th grade second semester and that means I am ready for  my
final school year…about my grades I noticed a positive change in my marks in the first half of this semester  especially
math and I hope to improve more before I have my end of year exams…I want you to know that I really  appreciate
your help and what you have done for me in this wonderful year."  Nourina, May 2019
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance

School Scholarship girls 2019-21

In April 2019 school scholarships were awarded to cover costs for five girls to complete the last two years of  schooling.
Aseel, Aya and Nadeen are studying in the Science Stream and Dalia and Haneen in the Humanities Stream.

"Dear DSMT, This letter is from Aseel, a 16 years old girl who is always curious about going through new  adventures,
who loves reading historical books and whose goal is to always have a goal…..Now I am working hard to make  my
dream of studying 'cognitive science' at the best universities come true…The reason I want to study this major is  that
here at Palestine it is not exciting so I am planning to study it somewhere else and then return to my country to  teach
it, because now new majors are appearing and if we want to see our country developed then we have to dig  for
unusual routes…."  Aseel, May 2019

Higher Education Scholarship Programme in 2018-19 (£11,014.46)

Context
There is very little financial support available locally or internationally for under-graduate courses in Palestine and  no
official loan scheme. Many Palestinian families put themselves under acute financial pressure and many  students
study under the strain of knowing their situation is very precarious. Higher education for girls is often a way  of
delaying early marriage and childbearing, and increasingly families from all but the most traditional backgrounds  are
recognising the economic and social benefits of having well-educated daughters.

What the money provides
Set up in 2007 in response to a need identified by the school, this programme for girls from the Dar Al-Tifl  School
normally awards one full scholarship each year (to maximum of $10,000 + $1,000 admin fee to the school) to cover  all
fees for an undergraduate degree course at a Palestinian University (normally four years, sometimes five;  medicine,
dentistry and pharmacy are excluded). Scholarships are awarded by application process and are open to any  12th
grade Dar Al Tifl girl who meet the DSMT criteria for academic ability and economic need (excluding children of  school
staff).  A panel of DSMT board members select the winning application in line with agreed selection criteria.

Achievements in 2018-19
During 2018-19 the HE scholarship programme has successfully supported nine girls at different stages in their  degree
courses. As might be expected of this range of interesting and able young women, each has her own  characteristics
and strengths as can be seen from their end of year reports to DSMT (a condition of the scholarship; examples  on
DSMT website).

DSMT's latest graduate is Dana, who studied on a DSMT partial scholarship (covering all fees for the first  semester
each year, thus reducing the costs for her family). Initially she struggled with the demands of her Law degree at  Birzeit
University, but over the four years she got to grips with the subject and successfully completed in summer 2019.  Dana
joins six other DSMT graduates as our HE alumnae.

"First of all I would like to say thank you for this scholarship, which helped me a lot to register at university  semesters
and helped me to complete my bachelor's degree. To be frank, writing reports for DSMT was giving me a motivation  to
keep going and never give up...I started planning for my future...Right now I start taking courses in various  legal
subjects and I am seeking for a trainer's certificate. And also I want to learn Hebrew and get my professional  practice
whether in the West Bank (Palestinian one) or in Jerusalem( Israeli one)...I plan to take English language courses so  I
will be able to volunteer in international human rights institutions, this give me also the chance to work with them  in
the future. The law student's march is a long march in Jerusalem and I always seek to be a person with influence  in
this field.
From Dana's final report, summer 2019
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance
Seven other girls all successfully completed the academic year 2018-19. All have difficult economic  circumstances;
several have lost their fathers, some have a parent incapacitated by illness or accident; most are one of  several
children still in education in their families. The universities try to be flexible about payment of fees, often to  the
detriment of their staff's salaries, but without some financial assistance these girls would be likely to drop out at  some
point, unable to pay the fees.

Full scholarship holders (all fees covered), to maximum value $10,000 + $1,000 admin fees

Israa, completed the fourth and penultimate year of Architecture at An Najah University
"..I owe you a massive thanks that words cannot describe...I have to admit I could not have reached this  position
without your generous funding..I cannot be prouder to tell you I was accepted for a Conservation and  Restoration
Course last December with visits and field studies in Venice and Padua funded by the Welfare Association..."

Nour, completed  her third year, also in  Architecture at An Najah University
"I've just completed my third year and now I'm doing the summer course. In the first term I took many classes  that
were informative and enjoyable at the same time, such as design (3), Thermal Control, Building Systems .....In  the
design class we were asked to design an automobile club and a Hostel. In my designs I used 3Ds max to build  the
building, Lumion 8 to render it and Photoshop For final presentation..."

 Narmeen, completed her second year in Law at Birzeit University
"In my second semester, I went through some life issues which affected my study plan. However, I'm trying my best  to
get higher marks in my summer semester..As for my social life, I participate in many different things such as  "Basmet
Shabab" which is a volunteering group created by some Birzeit students who wanted to help and give hope to  people.
We made a campaign by distributing food for students who are living far away from their families to let then  feel
cozy..."

Achievement and performance

Arwa , completed her first year of Nursing at Birzeit University but decided Nursing was not for her so applied to  DSMT
to change her course to Finance. After seeking the advice of the school and her university tutors this was agreed  and
she began her new course in September 2019.
"Thank you for understanding my situation and that it is not possible for me to continue nursing and face blood...I  will
work always harder to make an advance with my new major..."

Rawan had a DSMT school scholarship in 2016-18. She completed her first year of Computer Engineering at  Birzeit
and achieved 'Honour Grades' each semester (for average grades of 90% or more).
"Thanks to god, I have got great results in all of these subject and had a total average of 96.9%, which was the  highest
total among all students that are studying engineering as freshers."

Partial Scholarship holders (fees covered for first semester only; second semester from another charitable source),  to
maximum value $5,000 + $1,000 admin fees

Leen, completed her third year of Social Work at Bethlehem University
"... I am majoring in Social work and minoring in psychology and will be a graduation student in the fall of 2019  which

means I have one semester left to finish the university life. This year was full of achievements and hard work jobs,  I
have completed 500 hours in my second and third training at AL Shourouk School for blind children in BEIT Jala.  I
gained experience by dealing with people with visual disabilities, learned the kinds of visual disabilities and the  ways
they deal with everyday life..."

Maram, completed her third year in Physics at An Najah University
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance
"...I've just finished my 3rdyear and I am doing the summer course. In the second semester I've took more  subjects
related to physics like thermodynamic physics and solid state physics but the most interesting class was  practical
physics lab we made some experiment about optics and magnetic physics..Next year will be my last year at  university
and I will do my best to be a special year, and I would like to say that you have an important part of what I am  so
thank you very much...."

 Haneen, completed her second year of Primary Education at  Bethlehem University
"...About my major, primary level education in "faculty of Education". I really enjoyed and like studying it, also I  was
discovered a new abilities of myself, especially in the first training in the school for 3 months with a good  evaluation,
and so this encourage me to continue studying this major especially to see those young kids like what they  learning...
many thanks for DSMT group again ,because of the help , the support and being by my side through the hard times..."

Outcomes of both scholarship programmes to date

Girls are remaining in education who might otherwise have dropped out through lack of funds and possibly  been
married at a young age and have several children (as some of their peers).

To summer 2019 all DSMT school scholarship girls (thirty-five to date) have completed their schooling and taken  the
tawjihi exams. All but one progressed to higher education, usually supported by contributions from their  extended
families, and in some cases by a DSMT HE scholarship. Ten more DSMT scholarship girls are currently at the  school
and making good progress.

All HE girls have remained at university and progressed from year to year. A small number have realised after a  year
that they chose the wrong course and we have been flexible in accommodating their choices. So far this has proved  to
be the right thing as these girls have committed to their new courses. All HE girls have responded to  DSMT's
encouragement to undertake voluntary work to develop their skills and build up their CVs. Most of the seven  HE
graduates to date are currently employed in jobs related to their degree courses, or are working voluntarily  to
improve their CVs or are continuing their education and training. The OPTs have one of the lowest rates of  female
participation in the labour market in the world (17%) and a striking feature of meeting girls in April 2018 was  the
extent to which they are now prepared to qualify themselves to work in Israeli organisations in order to use their  skills
and develop their careers.

The programmes have now been running long enough for a support network to emerge. Current HE students  are
inspired by the success of the graduates and older girls support younger ones. All girls demonstrably grow  in
confidence and without immediate financial anxiety are able to properly concentrate on studying and to  fully
participate at school or university.

As mentioned, social media is helping girls keep in touch longer-term with DSMT and with each other and we hear  of
school scholarship girls now completing their degrees. Three school scholarship girls have now qualified as  doctors,
the most recent in 2018. A girl who graduated in political science from Birzeit and has had several internships has  now
obtained a paid post with the charity Mercy Corps, whilst another who worked as a volunteer at Hadassah Hospital  in
Jerusalem now has a post as a medical laboratory technician. Our second HE graduate after several successful  years
with Fedex in Ramallah has recently become Co-ordinator for Academic and Social Support for the Al-Saraya Center  in
Jerusalem, whilst our third is now working as a lawyer and studying for a Masters in Law.

No one has dropped out early at any stage, everyone has graduated and those now married with families  will
hopefully enter the workplace at some point (often easier for married than single women in this region) and  will
aspire to a good education for their children. Effects on families can be seen in increased motivation and ambition  of
siblings, and parents more willing to see girls' education as a longer-term project.

Safe-guarding: DSMT and DTA
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Achievement and performance
Having reviewed our situation on safeguarding in 2017-18 DSMT adopted the following position statement.

As an organisation that works with children and young people via another organisation we ensure we only ever  meet
our beneficiaries by arrangement with and in the presence of staff of that organisation. Thus we do not require  a
specific DSMT safeguarding policy but must be confident that the Dar Al-Tifl School is a safe place for our  beneficiaries
to be.

Through our visits to the school, our contact with pupils, staff and parents, the letters and reports we receive  from
pupils, we continue to be assured that the school is a safe and happy place to study. Within the community  its
reputation is as a much-loved haven, providing an orderly, purposeful and attractive environment for children  and
young people living under a military occupation, with all that means.

We see on-going evidence that the school works closely with parents and families and is very well informed about  the
home circumstances of its pupils. There is a dedicated Social Section, headed by a qualified social worker, that  helps
pupils deal with the problems faced by many families. We ensure we meet with this person on our visits and we  know
that she and her staff are always involved in the choice of needy pupils to receive DSMT school scholarships.

Our beneficiaries studying at university are necessarily more exposed to the inconvenience and frustrations of life  in
the OPTs, such as check points, power cuts, water shortages, and sometimes student strikes and demonstrations,  but
none of these things have derailed any DSMT student's progress. Our HE scholarship programme is administered by  a
specific person at the school who is well-respected by the girls. If problems arise (e.g. serious parental  illness,
persistent power cuts) the girls contact her and she tells us.

As an example of sometimes having to respond to local safeguarding needs, in summer 2019 DSMT agreed to  allow
use of some funds for tuition fees (waived by Birzeit University for 2019-20 as a result of a student's honour  grade
achievements the previous year), to be used towards her renting a room in Ramallah near the university to avoid  daily
travel from East Jerusalem via the notorious Qalandiya checkpoint where people can be arbitrarily delayed for  long
periods often in unpleasant circumstances. DTA is administering rent payments directly to the landlord,  and
providing us with receipts, and the student is protected from daily distress and frustration.

Other achievements in 2018-19
- Securing Kroll's continued sponsorship through 2018-19, despite the fact the company had by that time been

taken over by a large US concern, thus enabling us to commit to a final fund-raising event in October 2019. 
- Continuing to award new school scholarships to DTA pupils at the same level as in previous years, despite our

reduced income, through careful allocation of some of our reserve funds. 
- Maintaining our links with several organisations local to Sussex (where the Honorary Secretary and

Administrator live) that kindly continued to support us in 2018-19, including St Nicholas Church Brighton and
the Fair Trade Shop, Brighton Marina, bringing in a modest income whilst promoting the cause of girls'
education in Palestine to people with an interest in this.

- After extensive investigations and consideration by the board, coming to the difficult but sensible conclusion
that now is the time to begin winding down the DSMT, in a way that will ensure maximum practical benefits
for Dar Al-Tifl School and the approval of our very loyal supporters.    The decision to hold a final 'thank you'
celebratory fund-raising event then became the central focus of our efforts.

- Maintaining the commitment of our part time contracted support staff in the face of knowing DSMT will close
before very long.  Our current administrator, appointed in 2017, and our previous administrator who
continues to provide graphic design services have both expressed a willingness to stay on with DSMT until it
closes, thus giving us valuable stability through that period.

Financial review
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Financial review
Income
Our 10th anniversary fund-raising drive in 2015 exceeded expectations, enabling us to commit to a similar scale  of
new scholarship awards for 2016, 2017 and 2018 without having to organise dinners or drinks reception to  raise
funds. In 2016-17 we had a different fund-raising event in the form of a runner in the London Marathon, which  raised
around £11,000 but in 2017-18 we had no such equivalent, and inevitably income last year showed a  significant
decline. In 2018-19 the decision was made at the board meeting in October 2018 that we would hold a  final
fund-raising event the following October. Some of the income from this event, which happened as planned,  was
received in 2018-19 and the rest in 2019-20. Thus the income for 2018-19 was rather higher than for the  previous
year.

In 2018-19 total income from direct donations was £16,999 (excluding gift aid of £280) in comparison to  £14,335
(excluding gift aid of £269) in 2017-18. The majority of this was from corporate donations, including £12,000  for
Kroll's annual sponsorship and a donation of £2,500 from the Council of Arab Ambassadors who have supported  our
work since the beginning. Also included in corporate donations this year is £410 from St Nicholas Church Brighton  who
for the 8th (and final) year made DSMT a recipient of one-twelfth of its annual home and overseas charitable  giving.
(The scheme is changing in 2019-20). Overall yearly Income from standing orders was unchanged, but the  figure
showing (£810) is slightly less than last year (£840) because of when some donations were received. The largest  other
donation recorded under individuals (excluding those related to the October 2019 event) was £355 from a  young
supporter who asked for donations to DSMT via Paypal Giving in lieu of birthday presents. Two separate  personal
donations of £200 were received via CAF from long-term supporters, one to mark the birth of a granddaughter.

Other non-event income recorded on the balance sheet came from a variety of sources including a significant  foreign
exchange gain of £4,327, due to the appreciation of the dollar against sterling (from $1.30 at the start of the year  to
$1.22 at the year end). In addition a small amount of Gift Aid (£235.42), similar to last year's, was received this  year
(but related donations in 2017-18); £93.12 bank interest, mainly from our Santander account and reflecting  yet
further reductions in interest rates since last year; £360 from box collections at the Fair Trade Shop Brighton  Marina,
£286 via VirginMoneyGiving  (lower than the £493.08 last year) and £18 from EasyFundraising.

Event-related Income
As mentioned above, preparations for a fund-raising event on 10th October 2019 were already underway in tax  year
2018-19. By 31 August 2019, £2,050 had been received from ticket sales (£50 per ticket) and £2,280 in  individual
donations either accompanying ticket bookings or in lieu of them, making an encouraging start to the event planning.

Expenditure
Overall expenditure this year was £47,428, just slightly less than the £48,215 in 2017-18 but a significant increase  from
2016-17's £39,041. By far the largest proportion of this was again on charitable expenditure.

Charitable expenditure
Total charitable expenditure in 2018-19 was £41,420 (in comparison to £38,487 in 2017-18 and £33,988 in  2016-17).
With the board's decision in 2015 to focus on scholarship programmes with long-term partner the Dar Al-Tifl  Girls
School, this organisation was once again the sole recipient of charitable expenditure. The DSMT board are  not
currency experts so when we agree to award future scholarships, sterling funds are moved straight away into our  USD
account. Inevitably we are subject to the fluctuation of exchange rates each year, in this case a gain, as noted above.

The largest category of charitable expenditure was again for school scholarships: £27,841 in comparison to £27,241  in
2017-18 and £22,640 the previous year. In 2017-18 four school scholarships were awarded rather than three (a  total
of $40,000 rather than the usual $30,000), the extra one funded by income from the London Marathon run in  April
2017.   This explained the rise in school scholarships expenditure between 2016-17 and 2017-18.
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

TRUSTEES' REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

STRATEGIC REPORT
Financial review
Although school scholarships are awarded for two years, payment is made to the school annually in USD. In  2018-19
these four girls had completed 11th grade and progressed to 12th grade so the sum transferred for them that  year
was $20,000 (rather than the usual $15,000). A further $15,000 (the usual annual sum) was also paid to the school  for
new scholarships for 11th grade girls from September 2018. As last year, a further $1,500 was again spent on  helping
the younger sister of a former DSMT student to remain at school another year; funds for these fees came from  an
individual donor who specifically wished to help this struggling family. The funds will provide similar annual  support
until the girl leaves school, aged 18 in 2020. The £600 difference between this year's school scholarships sum and  last
year's is the result of DSMT covering two courses of extra individual tuition in English for this school girl, and  by
exchange rate difference.

The remaining charitable expenditure was for higher education scholarships: £11,014 for tuition fees to  universities
for five full scholarships and four partial scholarships (which cover fees for the 1st semester only). The increase in  HE
tuition expenditure from 2017-18 (£9,694) was because two full HE scholarships were awarded from September  2018,
rather than the usual one, reflecting the quality of applicants.

Although funds for HE scholarships are fully committed in advance for the whole life of the scholarship  and
transferred from sterling into USD at that point, payment is made annually to the Dar Al-Tifl School who  administer
the programme on our behalf and supply us with financial reports and receipts from the universities each semester.  
£1,712 was paid to cover the school's administrative costs in 2018-19 (admin fees are $250 per girl per year);  the
increase from last year's £1,491 reflects the extra HE girl now going through the system). $852 appears as  'Other'
charitable expenditure'. This shows fees and other costs for optional 'summer courses' which some HE girls choose  to
take. DSMT encourages students to take these but does not insist, and summer courses appear to be more relevant  to
some subjects than others. DTA holds a small 'pot' of DSMT underspent university fees to use on summer courses  as
required.

Non-charitable expenditure
This year, the bulk of this expenditure was divided between i) costs related to planning the fund-raising  event
scheduled for October 2019 and ii) the usual company development costs. Bank charges and exchange loss were  again
recorded separately.

Fund-raising expenditure
Costs falling into this financial year were a modest £785 This was divided between a) printing and stationary  (£511),
largely to design an illustrated leaflet summarising DSMT's achievements since 2005, to accompany email  reception
invitations, along with a hard copy print run for use at the event, and b) the proportion of our administrator's  costs
related to the early stages of the event preparation (£274).

Company development expenditure
The total expenditure for this category in 2018-19 was £5,171, rather less than in 2017-18 (£7,709). The  main
difference was in administrative support costs: £3,811 this year in comparison with £5,849 in 2017-18. This  difference
was due to: one month's costs for 2016-17 being paid in 2017-18 (£394); some time allocated to event admin  costs
(£274); cost of Administrator's visit to DTA (£672); the balance being the result of additional hours worked in  2017-18
relating to GDPR tasks.  Admin costs were again funded from Kroll's annual sponsorship.

The next largest costs were on website, newsletter and email costs (£677) and £600 for accountancy services  including
an Independent Examiner's Report. Printing, stationery and postage costs in this category were very modest (£83),  no
GDPR exercise this year. £52.00 was spent on bank charges for payments to Dar Al-Tifl School from the USD  account,
the only bank charges the charity had to pay this year.

Financial Management
Since the decision was made in 2015 to reduce the scale of activity, the number of board meetings has been  reduced
from four to two per year; financial information is discussed at each. Commitments for the following year are  normally
agreed at the autumn meeting following feedback on the previous year's achievements.
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STRATEGIC REPORT
Financial review

Financial information is presented at each board meeting by the member with lead responsibility for  financial
management. It includes the latest balance sheet/s; current financial statements that detail payments to  projects;
details of funds committed and funds available for new grants. Presentation of these figures was redesigned  for
greater clarity in 2016-17 and the revised format has been used successfully since then to inform the board's  planning
and decision-making.

In 2018-19 further refinements to presentation of financial information were introduced to show more details  related
to Higher Education scholarships: (i) the detailed breakdown of funds in the USD account, as allocated to  individual
students, to show annual and cumulative spending and likelihood of under/overspend at end of course. ;  (ii)
breakdown of actual fees paid by DTA to the universities per semester for each HE student, again showing  likely
under/over spends. (Unlike here, fees differ from course to course, but DSMT HE scholarships are a standard  amount.)
Information as in (i) and (ii) had been recorded and used by the DSMT Administrator, Hon Secretary and DTA  Finance
Officer for some years, but this year the presentation was revised to make it fit for purpose to use with  board
members, especially to ensure everyone has a shared understanding of exactly how much resource (committed  and
uncommitted) DSMT has at its disposal as we begin plans for winding down the charity.

The Hon Secretary, Administrator and the board member with overall financial responsibility work together  on
preparation of material for the annual report and accounts. The accounts and report are circulated to the  whole
board in draft and will be presented to the board for final approval at the next meeting on 18th March 2020.  Bright
Brown accountants in Newport, Isle of Wight have continued to act for us since 15-16 and have indicated they  are
willing to continue to do so for the life of the charity.

Day to day accounting records, in Excel, are maintained by the Administrator. She has authority to make payments  up
to £1,000 from the HSBC current account. She, the Hon Secretary and Chair have access to HSBC on-line  and
telephone banking. The Chair and Secretary each have online access to make payments from the Santander  account
and the Administrator has viewing access. International dollar payments to projects (subject to the necessary  legal
agreements) are managed and made by the Hon Secretary. The Chair also has authority to do this. These are  not
always as straightforward as they perhaps should be.

In November 2018 we had a second 'small business review' by HSBC, a year after the first. HSBC had clearly  learned
from the hostile press coverage this first exercise generated last year. The process was much better handled  and
explained, more streamlined and we were allocated one named person to deal with throughout the process, a  great
improvement. The board member with responsibility for financial oversight, the Hon Secretary and the  Administrator
worked together to collect the specified information, and the Hon Secretary dealt with the phone calls. We were  told
we met all the criteria and our accounts could continue to operate. We have continued this year to follow  the
instruction to pay $1 in to the USD account and a few days later pay $1 out, to avoid the account being  summarily
closed if it has not been used for 3 months.

Reserves
DSMT's policy on general reserves states that in addition to funds to cover committed grants, sufficient  general
reserves should be kept to cover three months' expenditure.

Since its inception DSMT has tended to hold considerable funds over and above the three months general reserve.  In
most years the majority of these have been committed to projects, to be transferred in due course subject  to
satisfactory outcomes of current activities. The particular circumstances in the Occupied Palestinian Territories make  it
imperative that activities are planned and agreed before any money is paid. Payments to projects are always made  on
the basis of one academic year only, even if the activity covers more years and funds have been committed for  several
years (e.g. for a four year HE scholarship.)
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STRATEGIC REPORT
Financial review
When a decision is made to fund further scholarships in the following year, the full value of the new scholarships  is
transferred to the USD account. A formal commitment to the school regarding new scholarships is made by 30th  April
each year and official letters confirming this are sent.

At the beginning of this financial year DSMT's total assets were £137,518, in comparison to £170, 963 at 1  September
2017, reflecting the downward trend noted in previous reports since fundraising activities were reduced after  2015.
Funds allocated in the USD account for current and future scholarships were the equivalent of £94,777, with a  further
£31,581 in the Santander savings account, £9,331 in the HSBC current account and £2,429 in the HSBC  savings
account.  All this was before payments the 2018-19 scholarship payments were made to the school later that month.

At 31 August 2019, DSMT's total assets were £116,119. Funds in the USD account were the equivalent of  £82,289.
There was £11,666 remaining in the Santander account, and with HSBC £10,826 (current account) and  £11,937
(savings).  This was before the 2019-20 scholarship payments were made to the school later in September 2019. 
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STRATEGIC REPORT
Strategic planning
Planning for closure

As reported last year, in 2017-18 we had already begun to consider the future of the Trust. At its inception there  was
no time limit set on its life, and certainly no expectation that it would operate for as long as it has: over 14 years at  the
end of 2018-19, or raise as much money for educational support. Everyone agreed that with these achievements,  the
Trust could fairly be seen as it having more than met its charitable aims as well as providing a fitting and lasting  legacy
in Dominic's memory.

Against this background and in view of the dramatic deterioration in the situation in the Middle East since the  Trust's
creation and the consequent increased competition for scarce resources, it was agreed to wind down the Trust. By  31
August 2018 we had decided to plan for closure within the next two years; to hold a final fund-raising  celebration
event in October 2019; to fund further scholarships from September 2019 and if sufficient funds were raised, to fund  a
final round from September 2020. All board members expressed willingness to remain on the board for the life of  the
Trust and to retain their areas of responsibility.  These decisions then set the direction for planning during 2018-19.

The board meeting in October 2018 was largely devoted to planning the next stages. The Chair summarised  the
issues, including a recent key factor, the take-over of sponsors Kroll by a US company with its own  charitable
priorities; she stressed the importance of this sponsorship in covering administrative costs without drawing on  other
donations. Whilst much work has always been done by volunteer board members, none are getting any younger  and
if we were to lose the few hours of weekly admin support it would soon become impossible to run the  charity
properly. In the light of these realities, the board agreed that bringing the Trust to a close whilst still  operating
successfully and with reserves in hand, was preferable to managing its decline.

At that point the board agreed:

To approach Kroll with a request for a final round of sponsorship which would help to fund one more  fund-raising
event, which would also be a celebration and thank you for our supporters, to take place in October 2019 at  the
Reform Club where the first dinner took place to launch the DSMT in 2005;

To approach Dar Al-Tifl early in spring 2019 to inform them of our decision and the reasons behind it, and to ask  if
they would be willing to continue administering any programmes on our behalf that might be still on-going after  the
Trust closes.

To commit existing funds to award more school scholarships for 2019-21), but not to award another HE scholarship  in
summer 2019, as this would last at least four years and so considerably outlive DSMT.

To agree in principle to award further two-year school scholarships from 2020-22 with funds hopefully raised from  the
event. (These require less administration than HE scholarships and the school has the direct benefit of the funds.)

To research the processes of closing a charity and plan a schedule for this, with a view to finishing in 2021.

Reviewing proposed actions in last year's Looking Ahead section, what we have done closely reflects these.

The main focus of 2019-20 will be to continue to administer the activities of the Trust effectively whilst planning for  an
orderly wind down and ultimate closure, probably in 2021. This will include sensitively managing communication  with
our beneficiary school and with our supporters.

Proposals for actions for the coming year

- Liaise with Dar Al-Tifl School in a timely manner to inform them of our decision to wind down the Trust and
hence the scholarship programmes, and tell them about the awards for September 2019: three new school
scholarships, but no further HE scholarship.    This happened in early 2019.
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STRATEGIC REPORT
- Continue to work with the school on our usual monitoring schedule, financial information exchange and other

administrative duties for all current scholarship students.  This happened as usual through 2018-19, as
specified in our agreements. The information helped inform the December 2018 newsletter and updates to the
website through the year.  

- Organise a successful event in October 2019 which covers costs, raises funds for the Trust and provides the
opportunity to celebrate the work of the trust and thank our supporters. This happened, in this current
financial year, facilitated by Kroll's final sponsorship donation received in 2018-19. By popular agreement it
was judged to be one of the most enjoyable DSMT events and raised over £20,000.

-  Research all the procedures and tasks involved in closing a charity, in readiness for discussion at the autumn
2019 board meeting.  This happened.  A paper presented at the meeting showed that 2021 was the earliest
DSMT could comfortably close, and it was agreed to apply to extend the financial year 2019-20 until end
February 2021 to accommodate one more set of accounts that could include final grants to Dar Al-Tifl School. 

- Consider whether we can direct our supporters to another charity offering assistance to either the DTA or
more broadly to girls' education in Palestine.  Potential charities have been identified but not yet shared with
our supporters. This will happen in a final newsletter later in 2020.

STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Governing document
The DSMT is a charitable company limited by guarantee, incorporated on 16 March 2005. The company  was
established under a Memorandum of Association that established the objects and powers of the charitable  company
and is governed under its Articles of Association. In the event of the company being wound up members are  required
to contribute an amount not exceeding £10.

The trustees have no financial interest in the Trust's income and receive no remuneration for their role as  board
members. 

Recruitment and appointment of trustees
The directors of the company are also charity trustees for the purposes of charity law and all are members of  the
charity. The board remains unchanged since last year. 

Organisational structure
The work of the Trust is governed and managed by the voluntary trustees, supported since April 2010 by a  part-time
administrator. As well as their overall responsibilities most trustees have specific areas of responsibility  including
financial oversight, legal matters, sponsorship, fund-raising events, strategic planning, project selection,  volunteers.
Final decisions on fund-raising, approval of projects and funding allocations are made by the board collectively.  The
revised system of day-to-day accounting set up in 2012-13 and refined since, continues to work well. This is run by  the
part-time Administrator who reports to the Hon Secretary and the board member with responsibility for  financial
management. Administration of charitable funding allocations continues to be dealt with by the Hon Secretary. 

Trustee induction and training
The trustees have sought at all times to comply with their duty to have due regard to the guidance on public  benefit
published by the Charity Commission in exercising their powers or duties. Charity Commission updates  and
e-publications are circulated periodically as relevant to the Trust and board members are directed to the  Charity
Commission website for information specific to their area of responsibility. This year the board has consulted  the
Charity Commission's guidance on closing a charity. 
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STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Related parties
Kroll
The DSMT gratefully acknowledges the support of Kroll between 2005 - 2019. They were instrumental in helping  set
up the Trust and have continued to provide significant financial support for which we are very grateful. Kroll  has
continued to be represented on the DSMT board by Tom Hartley, formerly CEO of Kroll Advisory Solutions.  Since
leaving the company in 2014 he has continued to be a board member and has been responsible for liaising with  the
Head of the Middle East and North Africa section in London whose budget has supplied the sponsorship each  year,
including the final donation in spring 2019. He has been a loyal friend to DSMT, has an open invitation to  attend
board meetings and receives the papers. Tommy Helsby, a much valued senior member of staff who  was
instrumental in helping to set up DSMT and remained an involved supporter, very sadly died in May 2019. He is  much
missed by colleagues around the world.

As reported last year In 2018 Kroll was acquired by 'global advisory' company Duff and Phelps and is now a division  of
this larger organisation that operates in 28 countries worldwide. DSMT was unaffected by this change in 2017-18  as
Kroll's annual sponsorship had been received before this. Over the coming year, we learned the new  owners
understandably have their own charitable priorities, which may not include supporting education in the Arab  world.
However, we were immensely grateful that we received a final sponsorship donation in spring 2019.

The Council of Arab Ambassadors in London
The Council has supported the DSMT since its foundation by buying a generous number of places at dinners  and
receptions and by promoting DSMT to other interested parties. Individual embassies have also donated. The  Council
supported DSMT with a donation of £2,500, received in September 2018, after we set ourselves the target in  2017-8
to renew our contact with them. The Council also promoted our October 2019 event, through the Kuwaiti  embassy,
and a good number of representatives from various embassies attended. We also continue to have good  contacts
with some embassies through the work of the DSMT Chair and we periodically attend events such as annual  national
days.

We were well-known to the Palestinian Mission in London during the period of Prof Manuel Hassassian who has  now
been posted to Budapest. We have since exchanged correspondence with his successor, Dr Hasam Zomlat who  took
over the role in November 2018. Unfortunately he was out of the country at the time of our reception in  October
2019 and we have not yet met him.

Shell UK
DSMT has had links with Shell for some years through their support for fund-raising dinners. In 2015 they were  major
contributors to our 10th anniversary campaign and we have regularly reported to them on the use of these funds.  In
January 2018 we approached them about the possibility of future donations to DSMT. Whilst the company  remains
interested in our work, and our senior contact there chose to remain on our database, it was made quite clear  that
regrettably, the uncertainly of the times had reduced the company's commitment to causes such as ours. We  invited
our contact there to the 2019 reception but no-one attended. Building up links with such companies  takes
considerable time and is then hard to sustain if their interests/priorities shift.

Organisations with shared interests
The Trust has continued to maintain links with other organisations in the UK involved in charitable and other work  in
the Middle East.

This year we have again had contact with our old friends ABCD (Action for Children with Disabilities  around
Bethlehem) who were so helpful to us last year with GDPR. We continue to receive each other's publicity and  updates
and exchange information about developments in our work and in the region. As the larger and longer  established
organisation, ABCD always generously shares its advice and experience with DSMT.
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STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Related parties
We receive newsletters and occasionally attend events organised by the Arab International Women's Forum  (AIWF).
This impressive organisation is a useful source of information about women's entrepreneurial activities in the  Middle
East, some of which are relevant to our higher education scholarship students in particular. We also  exchange
information with FOBZU (Friends of Birzeit University) who like DSMT support students in HE in Palestine. The  Council
for Arab British Understanding, the Arab British Chamber of Commerce and the Middle East Association all agreed  to
remain on our circulation list. 

Risk management
The Trust is very much aware that working in the OPTs presents particular risks. As we reported in 2014-15, we  had
our only direct experience of this. However, our usual policy of working in partnership with organisations with  good
track records and sound reputations for impartiality and delivery, has proved reliable and effective over the  years.
Currently our scholarship programmes are both run through the Dar Al-Tifl School, a highly reputable  organisation
that we have visited several times and have a close relationship with. This does not of course negate the need for  tight
monitoring procedures and financial controls. We regularly review our financial reporting arrangements with  Dar
Al-Tifl. The visits in 2017 and 2018 helped us to further improve these systems.

For all DSMT activities formal legal agreements set out annual timelines for activities, transfer of funds,  on-going
reporting requirements and final outcome reports. For activities that run for more than one year, funds  are
committed for the whole activity but paid to the partner organisation annually when all conditions for the  previous
year have been met.

We aim to visit the projects at least every two years (board members visit at their own expense). We visited  most
recently in April 2018, when the DSMT Chair, two other board members and our Administrator went. The next  visit
was provisionally planned for spring 2020, but in view of the Trust's closure plans and the implications for the  school
managing funds after this happens, 2021 my be a more suitable time to check these out face to face.

STATEMENT OF TRUSTEES RESPONSIBILITIES
The trustees (who are also the directors of The Dominic Simpson Memorial Trust Ltd for the purposes of company  law)
are responsible for preparing the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and United  Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

Company law requires the trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year, that give a true and  fair
view of the state of affairs of the charitable company and of the incoming resources and application of  resources,
including the income and expenditure, of the charitable company for that period. In preparing those  financial
statements, the trustees are required to

-  select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
-  observe the methods and principles in the Charity SORP;
-  make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
- prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the  charitable
company will continue in business.

The trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at  any
time the financial position of the charitable company and to enable them to ensure that the financial  statements
comply with the Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charitable  company
and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

The trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial information included  on
the charitable company's website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination  of
financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions. 
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Trustees' report, incorporating a strategic report, approved by order of the board of trustees, as the  company
directors, on ............................................. and signed on the board's behalf by:

.............................................
Mrs A M Simpson  - Trustee
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INDEPENDENT EXAMINER'S REPORT TO THE TRUSTEES OF
THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

Independent examiner's report to the trustees of The Dominic Simpson Memorial Trust Ltd ('the Company')
I report to the charity trustees on my examination of the accounts of the Company for the year ended 31 August 2019.

Responsibilities and basis of report
As the charity's trustees of the Company (and also its directors for the purposes of company law) you are  responsible
for the preparation of the accounts in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006  ('the 2006 Act').

Having satisfied myself that the accounts of the Company are not required to be audited under Part 16 of the 2006  Act
and are eligible for independent examination, I report in respect of my examination of your charity's accounts  as
carried out under section 145 of the Charities Act 2011 ('the 2011 Act'). In carrying out my examination I  have
followed the Directions given by the Charity Commission under section 145(5) (b) of the 2011 Act.

Independent examiner's statement
I have completed my examination. I confirm that no matters have come to my attention in connection with  the
examination giving me cause to believe:

1. accounting records were not kept in respect of the Company as required by section 386 of the 2006 Act; or
2. the accounts do not accord with those records; or
3. the accounts do not comply with the accounting requirements of section 396 of the 2006 Act other than any

requirement that the accounts give a true and fair view which is not a matter considered as part of an
independent examination; or

4. the accounts have not been prepared in accordance with the methods and principles of the Statement of
Recommended Practice for accounting and reporting by charities [applicable to charities preparing their
accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS
102)].

I have no concerns and have come across no other matters in connection with the examination to which  attention
should be drawn in this report in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached

Gavin Kelly
ACA, FCCA
Bright Brown Limited
Chartered Accountants
Exchange House
St. Cross Lane
Newport
Isle of Wight
PO30 5BZ

Date: .............................................
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2019 2018
Unrestricted Total 

fund funds
Notes £ £

INCOME AND ENDOWMENTS FROM
Donations and legacies 2 17,279 14,604

Fund raising activities 3 4,330 -
Investment income 4 93 166
Other income 4,327 -

Total 26,029 14,770

EXPENDITURE ON
Raising funds 785 -
Charitable activities
Scholarship Grants 46,643 48,215

Total 47,428 48,215

NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE) (21,399) (33,445)

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS

Total funds brought forward 137,518 170,963

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD 116,119 137,518

The notes form part of these financial statements
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

BALANCE SHEET
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2019 2018
Unrestricted Total 

fund funds
Notes £ £

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at bank 116,718 138,118

CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year 9 (599) (600)

NET CURRENT ASSETS 116,119 137,518

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 116,119 137,518

NET ASSETS 116,119 137,518

FUNDS 10
Unrestricted funds 116,119 137,518

TOTAL FUNDS 116,119 137,518

The charitable company is entitled to exemption from audit under Section 477 of the Companies Act 2006 for the  year
ended 31 August 2019.

The members have not required the company to obtain an audit of its financial statements for the year  ended
31 August 2019 in accordance with Section 476 of the Companies Act 2006.

The trustees acknowledge their responsibilities for
(a) ensuring that the charitable company keeps accounting records that comply with Sections 386 and 387 of  the

Companies Act 2006 and
(b) preparing financial statements which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the charitable  company

as at the end of each financial year and of its surplus or deficit for each financial year in accordance with  the
requirements of Sections 394 and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the  Companies
Act 2006 relating to financial statements, so far as applicable to the charitable company.

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions applicable to charitable  companies
subject to the small companies regime.

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees on ............................................. and were signed  on
its behalf by:

.............................................
Mrs G F Simpson -Trustee

The notes form part of these financial statements
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
 
Basis of preparing the financial statements
The financial statements of the charitable company, which is a public benefit entity under FRS 102, have  been
prepared in accordance with the Charities SORP (FRS 102) 'Accounting and Reporting by Charities:  Statement
of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance with the  Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102) (effective 1 January 2015)',  Financial
Reporting Standard 102 'The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland' and  the
Companies Act 2006. The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention.

Income
All income is recognised in the Statement of Financial Activities once the charity has entitlement to the  funds,
it is probable that the income will be received and the amount can be measured reliably. 

Expenditure
Liabilities are recognised as expenditure as soon as there is a legal or constructive obligation committing  the
charity to that expenditure, it is probable that a transfer of economic benefits will be required in  settlement
and the amount of the obligation can be measured reliably. Expenditure is accounted for on an accruals  basis
and has been classified under headings that aggregate all cost related to the category. Where costs cannot  be
directly attributed to particular headings they have been allocated to activities on a basis consistent with  the
use of resources. 

Grants and scholarships offered on a non-binding basis or subject to conditions which have not been met  at
the year end date are noted as a commitment but not accrued as expenditure. 

Taxation
The charity is exempt from corporation tax on its charitable activities. 

Fund accounting
Unrestricted funds can be used in accordance with the charitable objectives at the discretion of the trustees.

Restricted funds can only be used for particular restricted purposes within the objects of the  charity.
Restrictions arise when specified by the donor or when funds are raised for particular restricted purposes.

Further explanation of the nature and purpose of each fund is included in the notes to the  financial
statements. 

Foreign currencies
Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the rates of exchange ruling at  the
balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the rate of exchange  ruling
at the date of transaction. Exchange differences are taken into account in arriving at the operating result. 

2. DONATIONS AND LEGACIES

2019 2018
£ £

Individual donations 2,369 2,604
Corporate donations 14,910 12,000

17,279 14,604
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3. FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES

2019 2018
£ £

Fundraising events 4,330 -

4. INVESTMENT INCOME

2019 2018
£ £

Deposit account interest 93 166

5. GRANTS PAYABLE

2019 2018
£ £

Scholarship Grants 41,420 38,427

The total grants paid to institutions during the year was as follows:
2019 2018
£ £

Dar El Tifl 40,568 38,427
Other 852 -

41,420 38,427

6. SUPPORT COSTS

Administration
£

Raising donations and legacies 785
Scholarship Grants 5,223

6,008

Support costs includes the general administration costs of the charity, which are not directly related to  one
particular activity, including items such as post, stationery, website costs, administrative support,  and
independent examiner's fees.

These costs are allocated between the charitable and fund raising activities of the charity on the basis of  the
estimated time spent on these activities.The only exception to this is support costs identified as having  been
directly related to the issuing of grants, which are allocated fully to charitable activities. 

Support costs, included in the above, are as follows:
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - CONTINUED
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

6. SUPPORT COSTS - continued
 
Administration

2019 2018
Raising

donations and Scholarship
legacies Grants Total activities Total activities

£ £ £ £
Postage and stationery 511 83 594 174
Administrative support 274 3,811 4,085 5,849
Website - 677 677 948
Independent examiner's fee - 600 600 600
Other - - - 138
Bank charges - 52 52 115
Foreign exchange losses - - - 1,904

785 5,223 6,008 9,728

Grant support
2019 2018

Total activities Total activities
£ £

Other - 60

7. NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)

Net income/(expenditure) is stated after charging/(crediting):

2019 2018
£ £

Gain/loss on foreign exchange 4,327 (1,904)
Independent examiner's fees - 600
Accountant's fees 600 -

8. TRUSTEES' REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS

There were no trustees' remuneration or other benefits for the year ended 31 August 2019 nor for the  year
ended 31 August 2018 .

Trustees' expenses

There are no trustees' expenses paid for the year ended 31 August 2019. During the year to 31 August  2018
£672 was paid to Georgina Simpson for Admin Visit Costs. 
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - CONTINUED
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

9. CREDITORS: AMOUNTS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

2019 2018
£ £

Accrued expenses 599 600

10. MOVEMENT IN FUNDS

Net
movement in

At 1.9.18 funds At 31.8.19
£ £ £

Unrestricted funds
General fund 137,518 (21,399) 116,119

TOTAL FUNDS 137,518 (21,399) 116,119

Net movement in funds, included in the above are as follows:

Incoming Resources Movement in
resources expended funds

£ £ £
Unrestricted funds
General fund 26,029 (47,428) (21,399)

TOTAL FUNDS 26,029 (47,428) (21,399)

Comparatives for movement in funds
Net

movement in
At 1.9.17 funds At 31.8.18

£ £ £

Unrestricted Funds
General fund 170,963 (33,445) 137,518

TOTAL FUNDS 170,963 (33,445) 137,518
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THE DOMINIC SIMPSON MEMORIAL TRUST LTD

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - CONTINUED
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 AUGUST 2019
 

10. MOVEMENT IN FUNDS - continued
 
Comparative net movement in funds, included in the above are as follows:

Incoming Resources Movement in
resources expended funds

£ £ £
Unrestricted funds
General fund 14,770 (48,215) (33,445)

TOTAL FUNDS 14,770 (48,215) (33,445)

11. RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES

There were no related party transactions for the year ended 31 August 2019.

12. FUTURE COMMITMENTS

The charity has made non-binding scholarship commitments expected to be payable in future years as follows:

Payments for the year ended 31 August 2019 were not made until shortly after this date due to  administrative
reasons.

Grant
Year ending 31 August commitments

£

2019/20 36,682
2020/21 31,083
2021/22 16,797
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